
Unified Budget Platform for a 
Global Energy Company

Customer Profile

TalentPace helped our customer significantly improving operational controls and enhanced 
accuracy in implement financial strategies.

Our customer is one of the leading energy companies centrally 
located in Malaysia providing power generation thru nuclear 
operations for both public and private sectors operates in 15 
countries with seven business groups out of those two are in the 
nuclear sector and the remaining five are in commercial power 
generation business.

Business Scenario
Our customer needed to build a unified system to analyze  
enterprise’s financials in order to enhance financial 
controls and to assess the further cost synergies accurately. 

The current system is very mess and running with multiple
budgeting applications needed to be brought into one single 
instance enabling the business to manage and execute mission 
critical business decisions across the enterprise seamlessly. 

Outcome Delivering IT Company



Solution Delivered 
TalentPace had given an attractive proposition and spearheaded 
the development of a single budgeting platform for the customer.

With great domain expertise, TalentPace team begun with 
designing of the application with an objective standardizing 
budget and forecasting best practices.

Provided robust, scalable and secured architecture and 
developed the entire system in a quick turnaround time. 

Successfully countered the challenges with our well established 
delivery model, methodologies and end to end application 
development lifecycle as per the CMMI framework.

Integrated with multiple third party technologies and applications 
and developed reliable solution.

Business Benefits
TalentPace helped our customer with unified budgeting solution 
with simplified process enabling them to manage and implement 
financial strategies efficiently.

Significantly improved operating controls and Enhanced 
accuracy 

Provided ability to counter turnarounds of budgeting results, 
increased variance and what-if analytics.

Technologies
SAP BPC 

ASP.NET MVC

WebServices

HTML5/CSS3

SQL Server



SPAS was very critical and entire management was keen 
to see this product launch in our assembly unit. As ever 
TalentPace has taken this challenging task and delivered 
an accurate and comprehensive solution automating the 
whole smart phone assembly processes in our plant. Time 
and again TalentPace continue to prove a reliable partner 
for Acer Ind.

Venkatesh
Senior Program Manager
Acer India



TalentPace is a leading new generation information technology and global consulting services company delivering IT enabled solutions to the 

customers from across the geographies. Deep industry experience combined with customer centric approach makes TalentPace a remarkable 

partner in successful business outcomes. Our strong commitment and demonstrable capabilities TalentPace always delivered measurable and 

sustainable services to our customers.  For more information, please visit www.talentpace.com or write to us at info@talentpace.com
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